YOUR LABOR costs...

...with Atrinal®, the spray that keeps your shrubs the way you trimmed them.

Just trim once in the spring. Then spray once with Atrinal. (Where the growing season is longer, you may want to spray again in early fall.) Now hang up your pruning shears for the rest of the year.

Atrinal systemic growth regulator inhibits apical bud growth, promoting lateral branching for lusher, fuller plants that keep their shape. Atrinal can also be used to suppress flowering and fruit set of ornamental olives and certain other species. And application is safe and easy.

For more information, write for the Atrinal Landscape Maintenance brochure.

Atrinal
Maag Agrochemicals, Inc.
P.O. Box 6430
Kings Highway
Vero Beach, FL 32961-6430
305-567-7506

Atrinal can also be used for nursery and greenhouse crops.
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